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New$Earth$Retreats$
The$Blueprint$of$Core$Experience$

INTRODUCTION

In%2006,% I%underwent%a% life%changing% 60Dday%purification%while% in%Peru% and% under%the%care%of%a%

master% shaman.% This% included% fasting% while% ingesting% 15% medicinal% jungle% plants,%

simultaneously.% During% this% time%in% solitary%confinement,% there%was% daily%concentrated% focus%

upon% the% activation% of% my% multiDbody% energy% system% with% sacred% geometry% and% Fibonacci%

sequencing.

In%brief,% this%experience%took%me%through%the%veil%to%experience%myself%as%pure%consciousness%

for%a%sustained%period%of%time.%Part%of%what%integrated%was%the%permanent%opening%of%my%inner%

vision%and%an%expanded%intuitive%faculty%as%a%channel%for%Divine%Will.%

I% received% my% personal% divine% mission% including% bodily% encodement% of% certain% frequency%

signatures%for% future%planetary%developments.% I%was% told% that% these% codes%would% “bubble%up”%

when%needed%and%in%the%proper%timing.%

Part%of%this%mission% download%was% future% involvement% in%a%multifaceted%global%development,%

similar% in% all%aspects% to% New%Earth% Project.% I% know%without% any%doubt% that% I%am% holding% key%

pieces%for%you,%some%I%know%now%and%others%will%be%revealed%as%more%internal%activation%occurs.%%

Taking% into% account% that% I% know% very% little% about% the% team% personality% or% what% has% been%

discussed,%the%following% information% is%offered%to%you%merely%as%an%introduction.%This%is%what%I%

am%intuiting%as%some%of%the%most%vital%considerations%in% order%to% insure%the%greatest%potential%

outcome%for%this%Project%as%one%with%the%unfolding%Divine%Plan%upon%the%Earth.%

My%approach% has%been% to% first% understand% the% core% code% that% this% entire% New%Earth% Project%

represents.% It% is% from% this%seed% frequency% that% all% components,%developmental% build% out% and%

programmatic%approaches%are%then%to%be%considered.%

These%outlined%preliminary%steps%are%suggested% to%be%taken% prior%to%making%any%decisions%on%

the% types% of% programs% to% be% implemented.%The% program% components%will% naturally% fall% into%

place%once%the%code%is%understood,%the%energetic%blueprint%is%crystallized%and%the%retreat%entity%

is%properly%birthed.

Some%of%the%information%that%is%suggested%cross%pollinates%to%the%entire%project%as%a%whole.

In%the%few%days%that%you%have%given%me%to%vision% this,% I%am%initially%focusing%upon%some%of%the%

elements% that% I% intuitively% feel%are%missing% in% overall% scope% and% from% the%materials% that% you%

have%sent%me.%This%is% just% the%tip% of% the% vast%potential%of%where%the%coDcreation%of%energetics%

can%go%and%is%simply%a%starting%point.
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I%am%now%realizing% that% this%project% is%a% living%conscious%entity%that% is%demanding%that%certain%

things% be% done% for% its% overall% stabilization% and% intended% purpose% in% the% human% world.% It% is%

speaking%to%me%very%loud%and%clear.%

If%you%have%any%interest%for%me%and%my%Foundation% to%be%involved%and% to%develop%these%ideas%

further,%I%am%willing%to%consider%this%and%with%reasonable%collaborative%exchange.%

With%all%my%love,%respect%and%authenticity,%I%offer%this%introduction%as%pure%potential.

Tiara%Kumara

Children%of%the%Sun%Foundation
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Vision Phase 1 

EXPAND THE ENERGETIC BLUEPRINT

New%Earth%Project%is%a%materialized%holographic%template%of%universal%light%substance.

Due%to%the%immense%planetary%responsibility%that%is%carried,%its%core%blueprint%and%subsequent%

retreat%programming%cannot%be%created%from%the%level%of%physical%plane%consciousness.%Nor%

can%the%blueprint%be%comprised%of%many%different%people’s%opinions%and%ideas%at%the%level%of%

physical%human%interaction.

In% order% to%manifest% the% highest% potential% outcome%possible,% its%blueprint% for% operation%will%

originate%from%the%one%central%idea%from%which%it%is%seeded%and%birthed.%It%will%arise%from%and%be%

perfectly% synchronized% with% the% core% code% of% the% Project% as% a% holistic% organism% of%

multidimensional%consciousness.

Once% the% blueprint% of% core% experience% is% crystallized% in% its% ethereal% form,% it% can% be% then% be%

magnetized%and%positioned%into%its%proper%harmonic%for%a%stabilized%anchoring%into%the%physical%

plane%dimension.%

The%delicate%phase%of%blueprint%creation,% birth% and% continued% anchoring%of%New%Earth%Project%

and% its%Retreats% into%physical%plane%matter%is%a%very%critical%phase.%Initially,%this%anchoring%will%

not% be% an% easy% task% due% to% the% dissonance% of%vibration% of%the% convergence% of% two% different%

matrices%and%their%respective%morphogenetic%fields.%

It%requires%dedicated%and%strong%stewards%who%are%knowledgeable,%have%experience%in%dealing%

with% large% consciousness% fields% and% can% handle% many% types% of% direct% projections% from% the%

duality%mirrors.%

This% is%a% tremendous% initiation% for% those%who% are% involved.%Their% highest% responsibility% is% to%

radiate%the%codes.
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Step%1:
Know%the%Seed%Code%for%New%Earth%Project

The% energetic% framework% of%New%Earth% Project% as% a% whole% and% its%outward% radiation% is% the%

cornerstone%from%which%all%hyperDdimensional%communities%of%this%type%will%manifest%globally.

The% foundation% from% which% the% Project% is% templated% is% from% the% same% encodement% that% is%

found%at%the%very%core%of%the%Universe,%the%core%of%our%Galaxy,%of%our%Sun,%at%the%center%of%the%

Earth%and%at%the%very%core%of%every%human%being.%

This% foundational% code% that% the% Project% holds% is% likened% to% the% sun% itself;% it% is% a% spherical%

radiation% and% illuminating%energy%that%coalesces%to% represent%every%particle%of%creation.%From%

its%center,%comes%life%itself.%From%its%center,%births%the%new%world.%

The% core% influence% of% New% Earth% Project% is% the% Super% Electron% created% from% metatronic%

substance.% Its% frequency% is% represented% through% the% geometry% of% Metatron’s%Cube% as% seen%%

throughout% the% property’s% design% implementation.% It% brings% the% building% blocks% of% perfect%

creation%and%the%unifying%principle%of%Divine%Coherence%through%all%of%its%activities.

Radiating% from% Divine% Mind,% the% Super% Electron% can% be% understood% as% the% master% energy%

container%enveloping%all%life%within%our%Universe.% It% is%likened%to% a%pulsating%gating%mechanism%

controlling% the% light% levels% on% many% layers% of% consciousness% all% the% while% creating% and%

maintaining% the% interDconnectivity%between% all%particles%of%energy%within% the%entire%universal%

light%continuum.

This%means%that% programs% in%motion% can% return% to% their% source%of% creation,%or,%connect% into%

other%programs%already%in%motion.%Each%star,%planetary%body%and%every%human%being%is%a%nodal%

point%of%energy%vibration%within%this%gigantic%Super%Electron%unified% field.%Every%single%minute%

particle%of%creation%exists%in%Divine%Perfection.

Simply%put,% the%Super% Electron% is% the% golden% chariot% home,% to% be% unified% with% Source.%New%

Earth%Project%is%a%huge%consciousness%entity%that%is%birthed%from%this%core%code%of%Universal%God%

Consciousness.%It%is%a%Super%Electron%of%Divine%Coherence%manifesting%physically.%

All% of% its% components% are% working% extensions% of% this% encodement,% each% operating% with% a%

particular%focus%to%fulfill%its%holistic%and%self%sustaining%eternal%nature.

Step%2:%
Know%the%Seed%Code%for%New%Earth%Retreats

The%clientele%of%New%Earth%Retreats%is%the%evolving%human%entity.

From%this%consideration%rises%the%energetic%blueprint%of%New%Earth%Retreats%as%an%extension%of%

the%foundational%seed%code%that%the%Project%carries.%Out%of%the%Super%Electron%comes%the%trinity%

flame!
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Within%the%human%body,%the%SuperDElectron%manifests%as%a%master%regulator%that%lives%deep%

within%the%chamber%of%the%heart.%It%sustains%the%eternal%fire%that%gives%life%to%the%internal%trinity%

flame%of%Divine%Love,%Divine%Wisdom%and%the%power%of%Will%for%every%human%soul.%

This%primordial%fire%of%life%within%us%maintains%connectivity%with%all%aspects%of%the%human%

hologram%including%the%human%earth%body,%the%light%body,%the%higher%mental%body%and%the%

electronic%body%of%its%supreme%omnipresent%self.

It%is%from%deep%within%the%chamber%of%the%heart%and%through%the%activity%of%the%%Super%Electron%

that%the%human%matrix%is%activating%its%original%divine%encodement%and%expanded%DNA%

expression,%in%order%to%realize%the%holographic%self.%

Further,%the%human%is%activating%its%next%level%of%awareness%as%a%group%consciousness%in%selfless%

servitude%to%the%evolving%race%upon%its%ascending%planet.

New%Earth%Retreats%comes%to%us%as%a%living%consciousness%field%of%cohesive%love,%wisdom%and%

will%power,%the%same%trinity%energetic%that%holds%universes%together.%

In%its%physical%expression,%this%consciousness%is%birthed%from%the%sum%total%of%all%of%the%

individualized%consciousness%blueprints%of%actualized%DivineDHuman%encodement.%This%is%that$
code%manifested%in%the%activity%called%‘New%Earth%Retreats’.%

Whereas%the%code%of%the%Project%is%stabilized,%the%code%of%the%Retreats%is%dynamic,%constantly%

evolving%and%ever%expanding%as%it%guides%the%collective%consciousness.

New%Earth%Retreats%carries%the%core%code%of%the%new%race%genetic,%actualized!%Its%purpose%is%

alchemical%transformation%at%the%atomic%core.%New%Earth%Retreats,%as%a%conscious%entity,%

delivers%this%code%through%all%of%its%purposed%programs%and%activities.

The%very%beautiful%thing%is%that%this%core%code%evolves%and%becomes%more%powerful%as%more%

people%connect%into%and%are%altered%from%its%transforming%effect.%This%ties%in%with%the%planetary%

outreach%responsibility%that%New%Earth%Retreats%carries.

Once%New%Earth%Retreats,%as%an%entity,%is%birthed,%it%will%begin%to%take%on%a%life%of%its%own%and%be%

naturally%sustained%in%its%pristine%coherence%to%the%Divine%Plan.%It%actually%IS%the%Divine%Plan%and%

will%guide%and%direct%us,%as%its%stewards,%not%the%other%way%around.

Every%person%and%every%program%serving%as%its%custodians%will%be%successfully%supported%by%the%

very% principle% of% its% source% code% intelligence% and% its% highest% qualification,% “the$ love$ of$God$
always$prevails”.$ $After%all,%this% is%a%project%of%Divine%Will.%By%its%very%virtue,% it%will%only%attract%

and%retain%those%serving%custodians%who%are%of%its%vibration.
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Step%3:
New%Earth%Retreats:%Define%the%Purpose%and%Planetary%Responsibility

This%information,%of%course,%commands%inDdepth%analysis%in%how%it%can%be%integrated%into%

project%implementation%to%insure%that%every%aspect%coheres%to%the%seed%code.%There%is%such%

high%responsibility%in%this%endeavor.%

I%have%just%barely%scratched%the%surface%here%and%from%my%initial%glimpses,%following%is%what%I%

envision%as%the%main%purpose%of%New%Earth%Retreats.%

Highest(Purpose

The%first%of%its%kind,%the%New%Earth%Retreat%development%serves%as%a%prototype%and%catalyst%for%

other%multiDuse%centers%of%this%type%to%be%built%around%the%world.%%These%are%monumental%

humanitarian%developments%that%are%manifesting%as%dynamic,%multidimensional%portals%to%

assist%in%coDcreating%the%new%templates%for%the%emergence%of%a%planetary%civilization%of%light.%

As%a%center%point%of%illumination,%New%Earth%Retreats’%highest%intelligent%expression%is%to%serve%

as%an%expanding%forcefield%of%human%transformation.%It%radiates%an%influential%field%of%energy%

and%a%new%system%of%consciousness%exchange%reaching%all%corners%of%the%globe.%

Its%purpose,%which%radiates%out%from%its%parent%New%Earth%Project,%is%to%help%build%an%united%

front,%to%link%mass%humanity%into%the%matrix%of%divine%encodement%and%eventually%dissolve%the%

program%of%suffering.

The%entire%Project%is%designed%to%be%a%power%node%of%the%planetary%Crystalline%Grid%and%a%

bridging%facility%into%the%New%Earth%frequency%harmonic.%There%is%important%consideration%in%

project%development%concerning%the%energetic%grid%interface%and%the%laying%in%of%potently%

programmed%crystals%all%leading%into%a%central%motherDgenerator%crystalline%interface.%

All%of%the%correlating%project%facilities%around%the%world%are%intimately%interconnected%and%

operate%as%one%finely%tuned%energetic%instrument,%bridging%the%human%race%into%new%levels%of%

conscious%perception.%There%is%one%%facility%that%is%geographically%gridded,%attuned%and%

positioned%to%serve%as%the%main%tuning%fork%Mothership.

As%an%ascending%merkabic%force,%all%people%connected%into%the%‘instrumental%field’,%physically%or%

energetically,%are%greatly%supported%and%increasingly%transformed%as%it%gains%in%prominence%and%

strength.%This%is%why%it%is%important%to%engage%all%forms%of%media%and%programs%that%reach%

people%and%keep%them%connected,%whether%they%are%at%the%physical%location%or%not.%

It%has%a%life%of%its%own%and%its%transcendent%energy%field%is%supported,%managed%and%fueled%by%

the%stewards%of%its%programs%and%activities.%These%stewards%are%the%golden%age%teachers,%

healers,%bridgers%and%wayshowers%who%have%already%made%transition%into%multidimensional%

unified%consciousness.
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Vision Phase 2

CONSIDER MORE ENERGETIC ARCHITECTURE

I% offer% these% considerations% to% the%Council% for%more%supporting% energetic% architecture% to% be%

added%into%the%schematics.%This%will%help%bring%an% immense%amplification%of%energy%to%ground%

and% stabilize% the% seed% code% purpose% of% both% New% Earth% Project% and% all% of% its% synergistic%

components.

All%Development%Sustains%the%New%Morphogenetic%Field

In% order% to% carry% out% its%planetary%responsibility%as% a%global%catalyst%and% forcefield% of%human%

transformation,% the% new% morphogenetic% field% and% its% planetary% crystalline% grid% are% to% be%

considered%as%the%integral%transcendent%field%of%energy%at%New%Earth%Project.

This%is%the%backbone,%so%to%speak,%of%carrying%out%the%greater%responsibility%to%affect%the%entire%

human%race,%and%thus,%all%design,%development%and%implementation%coheres%with%this%field.

To$bring$some$definition$...

Morphogenetic%fields%contain%the%developmental%blueprints%for%species%types.%Simply%put,%they%

program%our%future.%All%conscious%creation,%from%micro% to%macro,% is%manifested%through%these%

imprinting%field%templates.%%

A%new%morphogenetic% field% of% immortal%morphic% resonance% is% anchoring% on% the%planet.%With%

support%from%the%incoming%solar%transmissions,%we%are%quickly%transitioning%from%one%template%

of%evolutionary%instruction%into%another.%

%

This%new%matrix%holds%the%encodement%for%a%type%of%'superhuman'%blueprint%for%each%individual%

and% the% whole% of% the% race.% This% blueprint% is% also% cohered% to% solar,% galactic% and% universal%

holographic%templates%of%higher%evolution.
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It%is%from%the%awakened%group%coherence%that%we%are%establishing%a%new%morphic%resonance%for%

our%entire%race% species.%This%resonance% is%responsible%for%coDcreating% and%sustaining% cohesive%

and% integrative% behavior% accessed% through% a% greatly% expanded% perception% of% our%

interconnected,%immortal%nature.%

It% also% accounts% for% the%acceleration% of% life% synchronicity,% intuitive% perception,% telepathy%and%

endless%aspiration.

Linkage%to%the%Planetary%Crystalline%Grid%Matrix

The%planetary%Crystalline%Grid% is%the%term%used% to%describe%the%complex% gridDlike%pathway%or%

matrix%of%highDfrequency%energy%transference% that% is%part% of% the%Earth’s%new%morphic%field%of%

nature’s%intelligence.% It% is%likened%to% the%meridian%pathways%of%the%human%body%through%which%

electrical%impulses%travel%from%point%to%point%throughout%the%entire%nervous%system.

As% a% pathway% of% communication% and% energy% transfer,% the% grid% connects% the% higher%

consciousness%of%every%soul%upon% the%Earth.%This%energetic%web% can% be%viewed%as%a% transitory%

bridge,% leading%us%from%one%matrix%of%consciousness%to% another.% Its%purpose% is% to%support%the%

planetary%evolution%of%consciousness%leading%us%away%from%the%program%of%separation%and%into%

a%truer%reality%of%union,%harmony%and%goodwill%towards%all%life.

Earth’s%energy%fields,%magnetic% grids%and%places%referred% to% as%sacred%sites,% stabilize% this%grid%

that% coheres%unified%consciousness.%These%sites%are%repositories%of%subtle%energies%that%have%a%

corresponding% effect% on% an% individual’s% state% of% awareness.% They% serve% as%magnetic% nodes%

where%intimacy%with%spiritual%energy%can%more%easily%be%experienced.

These% physical% sites% often% hold% a% highly% concentrated% level% of% crystal% energy% in% the% Earth.%

Through% their% naturally% forming% grid,% they% emit% a% high% vibrational% field% that% supports% our%

evolving%consciousness.

The(New(Earth(Project( is(being( created( as(a( new(sacred( site(and( influential( power(node(of(
the(planetary(Crystalline(Grid(for(the(planet.

The% hearts%and% souls% of%all% people% involved%with% the%Project% are% harmoniously% synchronized%

with% the% Earth’s% energy% field.%We%will% serve% as% points% on% a% grid,% or% conduits,% through% which%

heartDcoherent%rhythms%can%radiate%far%and%wide%to%affect%greater%conscious%coherence.

The% entire% New% Earth% community% serves% as% the% human% channels% of% this% matrix% to% direct%

tremendous% amounts% of%pure% energy% to% the% changing% world.% By% synchronizing% our% thoughts%

and% heart%intentions,% the%resultant%effect% is% a%harmonic% frequency%that%coheres%our% collective%

higher%light%into%one$forcefield.%Imagine%the%power!

By% creating% all%activity% of%New%Earth% Retreats% as%a%program%of% energy% transference,%we% can%

make%profound%and%accelerated%positive%impact%in%the%collective%consciousness%of%all%humanity.
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The%OnNsite%Containing%Matrix%and%Energy%Amplification%

New% Earth% Retreats% is% serving% as% an% interlocking% energetic% instrument% for% the% planet% and% a%

power%node%of%the%Crystalline%Grid.%Therefore,%the%highest%possible%frequency%harmonics%must%

be%built%into%the%energetic%architecture%and%it%containing%matrix%of%energy.

New%energetics,%both%seen%and%unseen,%are%catalytic% in%the%Project’s%ability%to%maintain%aligned%

and% perfected% harmonic% resonance% to% support% accelerated% transformation% and% human%

advancement.%

You%have%done%a%spectacular%job% at%everything%that%I% see%is%being% created.% I% add% the% following%

considerations%that%have%been%downloaded%into%my%vision%to%convey.

The%technological%and%energy%masterminds%will%need% to%be%consulted% to%bring%forth% the%details%

on%these%important%features.

Some(Vision...

A%Crystalline%Grid%Interface%linking%into%a%Central%Core

The% entire% Project% is% designed% to% be% a% power% node% of% the% planetary% Crystalline%Grid% and% a%

bridging%facility%into%the%New%Earth%frequency%harmonic.%

There% is% important% consideration% in% project% development% concerning% the% energetic% grid%

interface%and%the%laying% in% of%potently%programmed%crystals%all%leading% into%a%central%motherD

generator%crystalline%interface.

The%Matrimandir%in%Auroville,%India,%brought%through%by%the%late%Sri%Aurobindo%and%the%Mother,%

is%a%great%example,%in%concept,%of%having%a%centralized%‘soul’%for%the%community.%It%is%known%that%

their%idea%failed%due%to%distortions%in%the%architectural%build%out%which%broke%sacred%geometrical%

proportion.%

For%New%Earth%Project,%it%is%encouraged%to%consider%a%centralized%energetic%that%represents%and%

radiates%the%seed%code%of%the%Project%and%its%purpose.%This%is%huge%yet%exciting%undertaking,%to%

say% the% least,% because%we% are% referring% to% the% Super% Electron% and% its% universal% holographic%

template.

Energy%Stabilization%Towers

Enormous%energy%stabilization%towers%are%strategically%located% at% each% of%the%four%corners%of%

the% property.% These% protective% ‘power% station’% pillars% help% to% establish% the% needed%

electromagnetic%and%resonant%field%harmonics%for%miles%surrounding%the%site.%There%is%a%power%
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capsule%feature%at%the%very%apex%of%these%towers%that%catches%the%evolutionary%waveforms%to%be%

transmitted.%They%also%support%and%empower%the%energetic%field%for%the%central%stargate.%

Central%Stargate

All% of% this%energy% is% amplified% and% protected% by%a%centralized% stargate% that% gives%access%into%

interDdimensional%space%time%coordinates.%The%stargate%is%used% as%a%gateway%for%the%assisting%

star%nations%and%light%intelligences%that%are%supporting%New%Earth%Project%and%its%global%intent.%

There% is% a% merkabic% capping% and% light% shield% over% the% stargate%which% prevents% interference%

from%distorted%energy%fields.%Access%is%through%dynamic%coding.%

Underneath%the%development%there%is%a%crystal%generator%serving%as%a%powerful%stabilizing%force%

to%the%transmitting%energetic%fields%and%its%established%grid%matrix.%

The% design% needs% to% consider% underground% tunnels,% passageways% and% private,% inaccessible%

areas% for% the% more% advanced% initiates% and% researchers% to% conduct% confidential,% behind% the%

scenes%activity.

Solar%Disc%Energetic

There%is%a%solar%disc%energetic%that%contributes%to%the%overall%harmonic%resonant%field.%Vibrating%

at%an%extremely%high%frequency,%the%disc%is%seen%to%be%"lowered%into"%this%dimensional%plane%and%

some% may% not% be% able% to% physically% see% it% until% the% light% quotient% is% high% enough% and% the%

physicality%is%ready%to%receive%its%activation.%% This% is% something% coming% in% from% star% nation%

technology.

%

I%was%shown% that%many%of% these%discs%are% located% in% strategic%areas%around% the%world.%These%

discs%are%activating%as%part%of%the%global%shifting.%There%is%a%direct%correlation%between%the%discs%

and%activation%of%our%dormant%DNA%encodement.

The%disc,% in%whatever% form%it% comes,%will%serve% to% activate%and% sustain%the% transforming% love%

harmonic%for%the%Project%and%connects%back%to%the%Source%encodement.%It%holds%the%codings%of%

the%Divine%Plan%for%Earth%and%is%a%living%library,%likened%to%the%Great%Pyramid.%

The% Disc% is% a% cosmic% computer% that% receives% light% language% directly% from%Universal%Mind.% It%

creates% direct% alignment% to% Source% and% being% in% its% presence% creates% great% shifts% in%

consciousness.
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Geometric%Structures% % % % %

As% the% project% materials% already% indicate,% all%major% structure% will% be% geographically% aligned,%

naturally%fabricated%and%expertly%constructed%with%high%technology%and%in%geometric%design%to%

enable%the%highest%vibrational%frequency%and%resonant%harmonic%field%possible.%

New% energy% technology% is% created% from% the% harnessing% of% natural% forces,% geometries% and%

elemental%play%including%light,%sound,%vibration%and%crystalline%energy.%

I% am% sure% you% are% already% in% touch% with% the% many% physicists,% geometricians% and% the%

technological%masterminds%who%are%introducing%a%variety%of%quantum%and%holographic%healing%

modalities%and%instruments.%

As%mentioned,%some%of%this%technology%is%also%being%developed%by%assisting%star%nations.

In%addition%to%all%that%has%been%envisioned%for%the%Project,%I%specifically%see…

LightDinfused% entranceway% ‘recalibrator’% technology% that% gives% instant% human% energy% field%

recalibration.%This%helps%to%adjust%visitor%vibrational%energy%fields%to%be%resonant%to%Project%field%

frequency.

Single%use,%octahedronDshaped%light%activation%modules%for%healing%and%activation.

Crystal%chambers%of%light%activation%(the%golden%age%sarcophagus).

Other% geometrical% multiDuse% tuning% devices% including% pyramidal% temples% used% for% teaching,%

healing,%and%spiritual%activation%in%addition%to%a%dodecahedron%shaped%temple%of%sound.
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Vision Phase 3

CREATE PROGRAM FRAMEWORK

It% is% in% considering% the% seed% code% and% the% highest% purpose% of%New% Earth% Retreats% that% our%

attention% can% now% turn% to% the% types% of% programs% that% will% best% serve% the% facility% and% its%

clientele.

This% deserves% a% well% thought% out% strategy% from% the% following% preliminary% ideas.% Once% the%

objectifying%principles%are%defined,%specific%program%strategy%can%then%be%developed.

Preliminary$insights…

Every% single% program%must%be%cohered%and%grounded%with%the%core% code%and%purpose% of%
New%Earth%Retreats.%

New%Earth% retreats% carries% the% core%code%of% the%new%race%genetic,% actualized.% Its% purpose% is%

alchemical% transformation% at% the% atomic% core.% New% Earth% Retreats,% as% a% conscious% entity,%

delivers%this%code%through%all%of%its%purposed%programs%and%activities.%

I%feel%very%deeply%that%the%programming% of%New%Earth%Retreats%has%to% be%positioned%first%and%

foremost%upon%the%evolutionary%consciousness%shift%and%metamorphosis%process%that%humans%

are%currently%undergoing%to%realize%their%inherent%divine%natures.%

The%energies%coming%through%the%sun%are%only%going%to%get%more%powerfully%transforming.%We%

are% morphing% very% quickly% and% by% the% time% these% projects% are% ready,% more% people% will% be%

placing% their%attention%upon% ‘human%mutation’%which% replaces%the%idea%that%any%healing%needs%

to%be%done!%

We% are% already%perfect% and% whole% as%God% coded% beings,% and% THIS% is% the%utmost% important%

message%to%be%made.%To%be%New%Earth,%the%very%concept%of%‘healing’%is%old%paradigm.
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I%have%witnessed%this%change%of%perception%in%my%own%network%of%advanced%light%servers%and%all%

of%our%programs%are%changing%dramatically,%away%from%the%need%for%healing%and%into%activation%

through%light.

There%are%no%books%to%support%this%process%and% is%the%very%reason%why%I%am%in%Bali..% to%create%

one%and%at%least%some%sort%of%framework%around%it%all,%if%that%is%even%possible.

Step%1:
Align%to%the%Evolutionary%System%of%Human%Initiation

To% align% with% the% cosmic% evolutionary% forces% and% to% remain% out% of% any% type% of% dogmatic%

approach,% I% recommend% that% the% programs,% health% &% wellness% and% the% educational%

components,%be%formulated%from%the%system%of%initiation%that%has%been%purposely%created%by%
our%planetary%logos%for%human%evolution.%

Based% scientifically%upon%Universal% Law,% this% is% the% surest% and% most% accelerated%method% for%

evolving% past% the% morphogenetic% field% of% suffering% and% its% tenacious% matrix% of% the% sensory%

driven,%dual%perception.%It%is%the%purest%approach%that%cuts%right%through%any%rising%glamour%and%

egoic%illusion.

To$define$this$out$a$little…$

Our% daily% life% is% the%backdrop% of% initiation% and% the%gradual%mastering% of% the% self%that% brings%

about% the% mastery% of% human% perception% and% our% control%over%matter.% Every%person% on% the%

Earth%is%being%initiated,%whether%they%realize%it%or%not.

The%requirements%upon%the%path%of%initiation%have%necessarily%changed%as%the%consciousness%of%

collective%Humanity%has%evolved.%Unlike%the%past,%we%now%have%Divine%Dispensation%granting%

extra%support%from%beyond%the%veil%including%intervention%from%a%long%list%of%cosmic%beings%and%

star%nations%who%are%encouraging%the%human%race%onward%and%upward.%%

We% are% greatly% supported% through% Earth’s% new% energy% grid% system% namely% the% planetary%

Crystalline% Grid% of% unity% consciousness% which% serves% as% an% information% highway% for% the%

exchange% of% higher% light% intelligence.% We% are% also% supported% merely% through% the% unified%

intention%from%the%uncountable%number%of%awakened% souls%all%undergoing%planetary%initiation%

at%the%same%time!%

Due%to%our%many%differences%and%varying%life%plans%within%the%earthly%scheme,%we%each%undergo%

our%initiatory%development% in%unique%ways%and%processes.% Likewise,%there%are%only%guidelines%

and%general%summaries%to%each%of%the%stages%of%initiation.%

This%is%why%New%Earth%Retreats%has% to% consider%neutralized% programs%that%do% not%emphasize%

any% one% approach% but% offerings% that% assist% the% person’s% current% level% of% awakening% and%

initiation.%
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Then,% the%modalities%can%be%chosen%based%upon% the%ability%to%assist%at%each% level%of% initiation.%

We%must% insure%that% the%entire%menu%of%offerings%is%timeless,%multidimensional%in% their%nature%

and%harmonizes%with%New%Earth%templates.

Step%2:
Place%Primary%Focus%upon%Human%Morphogenesis

As%part%of%the%programs%for%New%Earth%Retreats,%healing%and%wellness%is%certainly%a%component,%

however,% is%not%recommended% to% be%the% center% point%of%effect.%The% inspiration% is%to%place%the%

main%congealing%focus%upon%the%alchemical%mutation%that%is%happening%in%our%biological%energy%

blueprint;%the%shift%from%a%carbon%based%human%into%that%of%a%silicon%crystal%system.%

Our% reason% for% our%coming% to% the% planet% on% a%star% seeded%mission% is% to% help% evolve%the% race%

genetic% so% that% planet% Earth% can% realize% a% new% root% race% and% be% an% integrated% part% of% the%

galactic% system.% I% feel%that% this% is%our%highest% responsibility%and% the% legacy%that%we%can% leave%

through%our%planetary%projects.

The% type% of% healing% and% wellness%modalities% must% go% beyond% traditional% approaches.% Most%

every% system%that%we%have% been% using% upon% the% Earth% will% soon% no% longer%apply.%Our%entire%

physiology%is%changing.%We%are%getting%brand% new%circuitry.%We%are%moving%quickly%into%a%new%

morphogenetic%field% that%supports%immortality.%Spontaneous%transformation%will%be%the%norm.%

The%Grace%Light%is%here.

We%also%now%have%star%nation%interface%with%developed%light%technology%that%is%way%beyond%our%

human%comprehension.%This%too%will%be%part%of%the%Project.

All%of%this%thought%process%can%be%transferred% to% the%educational%programming.%All%is%cohered%

to% the% seed% code.% We% can% only% implement% wisdom% teachings% that% are% non% dogmatic,% are%

timeless,% align% to% Divine% Principle% and%Universal% Law% and% have% great% emphasis% on% the% new%

multidimensional%living%system%on%planet%Earth.%

These% are% scientifically% based% to% represent% esoteric% principles% that% are% proven% through% the%

direct%experience.

Step%3:
Insure%that%the%Plants%are%included%as%the%Golden%Age%Teachers

It% is%completely%understood% that%you%have% already% included% this%in% the%blueprint.% I% am%simply%

affirming%the%importance%of%this%due%to% it%being%one%of%the%main%interlocking%keys%to%the%entire%

project%interface%of%program%implementation.

As%an%ecoDvillage%and%self%sustained%community%engaged%with%the%sacred%nature%of%plants,%the%

natural%elements%and%earth%wisdoms%are%also%the%allies%and%teachers.%
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Plant%medicines%play%a%significant%role%in% the%healing,%purification% and% transformation%of%body,%

mind% and% spirit.% These% plant% medicines% are% extremely% important% to% help% break% the% human%

consciousness%framework%especially%plants%like%ayahuasca%and%san%pedro,%that%have%specifically%

incarnated%as%a%devic%plant%substance%to%transfer%cosmic%light%intelligence%when%ingested.

New%Earth%Retreats%is%fully%supported%nutritionally%and%medicinally%through%organic% landscapes%

of%foods%and%plantDbased%medicines.%High%technology%and%stateDofDtheDart%cultivation%methods%

create%a%new%paradigm%for%a%sustainable%reality.

Permaculture%within%the%magic%of%the%natural%elements%is%incorporated%to%the%highest%degree%as%

a%medium%for%transformation.

A%variety%of%nonDharvested%plants%support%the%energetics%of%the%facility%such%as%those%that%assist%

in% increased% oxygen% output,% atmospheric% cleansing% and% the% maintenance% of% desired%

frequencies%within%the%environment.

Of%course,%there%is%so%much%more%but%the%clock%is%ticking%towards%your%launch.%I%hope%that%you%can%use%some%of%this%

for%the%further%advancement%of%our%New%Earth%emergence.

We%are%blessed%indeed.

%

Submitted%by:%Tiara%Kumara

December%16,%2013

Bali,%Indonesia

tiara@childrenofthesun.org

Children$of$the$Sun$Humanitarian$Foundation,$Inc
www.childrenofthesun.org
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